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The economic fluctuations during the last
few years as well as the extreme increase
in wage and material costs have proven to
the woodworking industry that these diffi-
culties cannot be overcome if conventional
production methods are maintained.

Due to the wide range of different products
the market does demand, it has never
been as important as it is today, to
increase capacity and quality without
additional labour.

Being one of the most important and
largest manufacturers of woodworki ng
machines, we have constantly been con-
cerned with this problem and are now able
to offer a system improving the output of a

moulder and, at the same time, providing
an optimum surface quality.

The high-speed moulder Hydromat 22B is
the result of many years of research and
development. lt is a completely new type of
machine, used in the wide field of

solid-wood machining and especially for
large-batch productions.

The modular element principle provides the
possibility to design machines with any
spindle number and arrangement required.
Consequently, the machine can be adapt-
ed to any individual type of production.

The application of modern tools as the
Weinig Hydro cutter heads or the Weinig
Constant tooling as well as a completely
new kind of jointing system ensure a sur-
Íace quality which cannot be achieved on
conventional mach i nes.

Since straight knife jointers and profile joint-
ers can be built into the machine for the
first time, even medium-size series æn
now be produced at reasonable cost, due
to short set-up times. Part of the package
is also the Weinig Knife Grinder Rondamat
which is able to produce profile knives of
any steel quality in the cutter heag within
few minutes.

Technical Data of the Hydromat 228

Standard Equipment

Working width* 220 mm

Working height. 120 mm
Spindle motor 5,5 kW (7,5 HP)
Feed motor 4 kW (5,5 HP)
Spindle speed 6000 r.p.m.
Spindle diameter 50 mm
Cutting circle diameter of spindles 120-250 mm
High-precision spindles with tolerance-free
precision ball bearings
Counter bearings for horizontal spindles
Throughfeed stepless adjustable 6 - 36 m/min.
Diameterof feed rollers 140 mm
Width of feed rollers 2x50 mm
Diameter of driven table rollers 1 10 mm
Range of adjustment of surfacing table and edge
jointing fence 10 mm
Range of adjustment of vertical spindles
under table 40 mm
Range of adjustment of horizontal spindles (axial) 30 mm
Length of surfacing table 2 m
Pneumatic pressure for feed rollers
Hardened table plates and fences
Spring-mounted pressure rollers opposite first right spindle,
telescopic
* at a tool cutting circle diameter of 163 mm

A wide range of special equip-
ments are available, for example

I increased spindle motors
I electrically tiltable feed
I mechanical and hydraulical

feed systems
I built-in profile and straight

knife jointers
I Feed speed

B-48 m/min. mechanic
6-60 m/min hydraulic
B-80 m/min hydraulic

f hydraulically clamped counter
bearings

I Electronic measuring and
indicating system EMA

I tiltable vertical spindles
I digital read-outs for spindle

movements
I groove guide for short work-

pieces

I electric spindle brakes
I motor-driven spindles for

width and thickness adjust-
ment

These examples show you the
flexibility of this machine system.

Sub¡ect to technical alterations.

lllustrations with some special equipmenls and in part without covers for feed rollers.



Straight knife a¡rd profile jointers for
all spindles.

Straight knife jointer above

Profile jointer, left

Straight knife jointer, left

Straight knife jointer below

Straight knife jointer right, hydraulic.

Profile jointer, beloq hydraulic.

Digital read-out for automatic
(Rotaplan head), to be set eit
linear meters or time rycle.

jointer
her to

The If,Ieinig Modular Element Principle
The We n g Hydromat program me This flexi ble system makes for any It is child's play to plan a machine to

suit individual requirements with the
help of key symbols.

combines technical perfection with the maginabl e combination of spindle
machine conception of the future arrange ments, set-up for specific ope-
the modular e ement principle. rations.

with quick adjustment
for surfacing and edge

Short infeed table Spindle unit: below - right - left -
right

Spindle unit: right - left - right Spindle unit: left Spindle unit: above - below

Spindle unit: above Spindle unit: below Spindle unit: universal spindle, work-
ing in four positions

At the end of each spindle unit, a
driven feed roller is placed in the table.

red: working spindle
yellow: feed roller in and/or above
machine table

Spindle unit: universal spindle, work- Spindle unit: below - above
ing in three positions



Hydromat: High-Speed Moulder

Hydromat 22B.


